Kill Shot 300 lb. Capacity Game Cart
Item# GAME-CART-SM

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES:
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO USE THIS PRODUCT UNTIL YOU HAVE CAREFULLY READ. UNDERSTOOD AND
FOLLOWED ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND SAFETY WARNINGS / LABELS. This owner’s manual and any labels on the
product provide important use and safety information. DO NOT Remove or Obscure and safety warning labels on any of your
products. Failure to read and properly follow these safety warnings and assembly instructions could result in serious bodily injury or
death. Please retain this manual and preserve all product labels for future reference.

HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY
NEVER:
1. Exceed the stated 300 lb. carrying capacity.
2. Attempt to transport a person using this cart.
3. Make any modification to this product. Any modifications void the warranty.
4. Never leave children unsupervised around your deer cart or its components.
ALWAYS:
1.Inspect your carts carefully before each use, making sure all parts are undamaged and in good
working order. Do not use your cart if any parts are missing, if you find any signs of damage or
excess wear.
2. Keep all hardware and moving parts well lubricated.
3. Use your cart only for its intended purpose.
4. Store your cart in a clean, dry place, away from extremes of temperature, solvents, chemicals or other
materials that could damage any of the components.
5. Use good judgment and practice general hunting safety measure and precautions.
a. Ensure that all persons keep extremities away from the wheels to prevent injury when cart is in
use.
b. Keep others informed. Hunt with others or let someone know where you will be hunting and
when you will return. Carry a cell phone or other two-way communication equipment in case of
emergency.
c. Use at least two people to load heavy game onto the cart. Know your physical limitations when
transporting game over rugged terrain.
ASSEMBLY:
1. Please inspect the shipping carton for damage or evidence that it may have been opened before you
received it.
2. Inspect the condition of all contents. Inventory all parts and hardware to make sure you have all
necessary equipment to assemble the cart.
3. No tools are required for assembly of your super duty Game Cart.
PARTS LIST:
1. Lower Base Frame -1
2. Upper Handle Frame -1
3. Side Support Bars -2
4. Axle -1
5. Wheels -2
6. Buckle Strap Set -3
7. Hardware Bag -1
+2-3/8” D- Pins – 6
+Axle Washer -2
+ Large Axle Pin -1
+ Small Axle Pin -2
+Axle Sleeve -2

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1. Pick up the frame. Slide the axle through
the axle tubing on the lower base frame.

STEP 2. Slice the large axle pin through the hole
in the middle of the axle tubing.

STEP 3. Open the upper frame and use two 2-3/8” D-Pins to lock the frame.

STEP 4. Take one support bar and put it in the outside of the upper frame and the inside of the
bottom frame. Use two 2-3/8” D-Pins to lock it. Repeat this step on the other side.

STEP 5. Slide one sleeve, wheel hub, and washer into the axle, respectively. Then use one
small axel pin to lock the wheel.

STEP 6. Ensure all pins are securely in place. Your cart is now ready for use.

